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Looking over a large number of coins belonging to Mr. Eurdoonjee,

an enthusiastic numismatist of Bombay—in which Presidency be had
exceptional opportunities for collecting the coins of the old Muhamma-
nan dynasty of Gujarat—I find a good number that do not appear in the

British Museum Catalogue, nor in the list given by Thomas, and that,

so far as I am aware, have not yet been described. Supplemented with
some from my own cabinet, I have filled two or three plates, which may
be interesting in continuation of those described by Mr. Poole from the

National Collection.

It is unnecessary to attempt any sketch of the dynasty, that for

over a century and a half, ruled the destinies of Gujarat. One of the

principal of those Muhammadan States that sprung from the ruins of

Muhammad ibn Tugblaq's declining empire ; and maintained more or

less of splendour and of power, till they were once again reducod to

provinces of Dehli by Akbar. A useful general outline of the leading
events is given in Mr. Stanley Lane Poole's introduction to the volume
in the British Museum series above referred to, treating of the minor
Muhammadan States ; and the late Sir Edward Clive Bayley in his
volume on the history of Gujarat, has brought together the more inter-
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csting particulars as told by the native historians in the Mirdt-i-Ahmadi

and the Mirdt-i-SikandaH.

In both, however, there is a little blank between the assassination of

Mahmiid III., and the final incorporation of the State into the Mughal

Empire. This is a period regarding which most historians are silent

;

probably for the very excellent reasons, that there are no very accurate

materials, and the accounts of native writers are somewhat conflicting,

while it is perfectly accurate and more easy to sum up the whole, as

being " thirty years of anarchy."

Briefly, the outline of those thirty years of anarchy is somewhat

as follows : Mahmiid III was murdered by a slave named Burhan in

Mahmudabad, on the 12th Rabi'u-l-awwal, 961 H. (the eve of the 13th

according to the Mirat-i-Sikandari), which slave in addition entrapped

and killed some twelve of the chief Gujarat nobles. Among those saga-

cious enough not to fall into Burhan's trap was one I'timad Khan.

Originally a Hindu servant, this I'timad, whose name may be taken to

signify " trusted," had risen under Mahmiid to a most confidential posi-

tion. His master even allowed him to enter the harem, and had put

him in charge of the women. He had been made an Amir, and is spoken

of as " prime minister." The morning after the murder, I'timad

collected a few followers, killed Burhan, managed to pacify the city and

restore order. It was to him that the court of Mahmudabad instinctively

looked, to act as regent and to set about finding a successor to the

throne. There seems little doubt, however, that whoever might be the

nominal successor, I'timad determined to retain the substance of power

in his own hands ; and for the whole thirty years he was really the "king-

maker " in the back-ground.

The accounts as to the actual arrangements made by him vary some-

what. According to the Ain-i-Akbari, he raised Raziu-l-Mulk, " a son

of Sultan Ahmad, the founder of Ahmadabad," to the throne. But

Sultan Ahmad the first died in 846 H., 115 years before; and Razi is

Bpoken of as " very young !
" The more probable version is given in the

Mirdt-i-Sikandari, the author of which, Sikandari ibn Muhammad, was

bom in 961 H. ; and relates tbat the nobles having concerted to-

gether, asked I'timad Khan, who was acquainted with the Sultan's do-

mestic affairs, whether the Sultan had left any son, or if any of the

Sultan's wives were expecting a child : if so, they would wait till the

child's birth before deciding on any arrangements regarding the king-

dom. I'timad said no ; the Sultan had not left any son, nor were any

of his wives expecting a child. As he was well acquainted with the

Sultan's affairs, and denied the possibility of any direct heir, they then

asked him if there was any relative of the late Sultan who was fit to
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succeed to the throne, whom they might select. I'timad Khan replied

that there was a relative of the Sultan at Ahmadabad, whose name was

Ahmad Khan
;
they might send for him. Accordingly they sent Amir

Raziu-l-mulk to fetch the boy. When Razi came to Ahmad Khan's

house, the boy was standing at a grain-dealer's shop close by his own door,

and was bringing away in the skirt of his dress some grain which he

had bought for his pigeons. Raziu-l-mulk recognised him, got out of

the cart, carried him off, and placing him in it, turned it round, and

drove off, with very fast horses, to Mahmudabad. The Khan's nurse

wept, and made a disturbance, saying :
" What is this ? Where are you

going to take him ?" Raziu-l-Mulk called out :
" I am going to take him

to a place where all the world will to-morrow crowd round his house,

and where he will not find one friend."

The Amir's prophecy proved true. The boy king's career was a

short and a sad one. He was placed on the throne on the loth Rabi'n-1-

awwal 961 H. as Ahmad II. ; the affairs of state meanwhile remaining

entirely in I'timad's hands. On the coins he calls himself " Qutbu-d-din,

the son of Mahmiid," titles also adopted by the succeeding puppet. Five

years later Ahmad is described as flying from his capital for refuge with

one of his courtiers, but as brought back defeated. On another occasion

he tried other means to get rid of his powerful minister, when the latter,

beginning to feel insecure, decided to get rid of the king. One account

says I'timad killed him, another that Ahmad was found murdered out-

side the Palace walls on the 5th Sha'ban 968 H.

Having got rid of Ahmad, I'timad now raised a child named Nathii

to the throne, " who did not belong to the line of kings," but who he

swore was a son of Mahniud's. The mother, when pregnant, had been

handed over to him to make her miscarry, but, the child being five months

old, he had not carried out the order. The nobles had to swallow this

new variety of the story, and Nathu was placed on the throne as

Muzaffar III.

It was the old story of a nominal king under a powerful minister,

who was the real head of the Government, and who, though several of the

Amirs had secured portions of the country and declined to recognise

his authority, had become practically independent. In the account of

the divisions and revenues of Gujarat, given in the Mirdt-i-Ahmadt,

I'timad's establishment and income is shown in 979 H. as all but equal

to the nominal kings ; he having 9,000 horse and 30 krors of " tank-

chahs," against Muzaffar's 10,000 horse and 33 krors of tankahahs ; the

remainder of a total of 30,000 horse and 90 krors of tankohahs, being

divided amongst some half dozen nobles. The result was incessant

feuds. In 980 Akbar was invited by I'timad to occupy Gujarat, and
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took possession of the capital on the 14th Rajab of that year. From

then both the minister and king figure frequently in the accounts of

campaigns under both Akbar and his generals. I'timad and other

Gujarat nobles proclaimed Akbar's accession from the pulpits of the

mosques, and struck coin in his name, for which loyalty Baroda, Cham-

panir, and Siirat, were given to the former as tuyul, but subsequently

he fell into disgrace and was made a prisoner. In 982 H. he had been

released and was in chai-ge of the imperial jewels. Two years after he

went to Makkah, and on his return obtained Patan as ajdgir. In 990 H.

he was put in charge of Gujarat as governor, in succession to Shihabu-

d-din, but the latter's forces rebelled, and went over to Muzaffar, who

in I'timad's absence took Ahraadabad, and set up as ruler again in

991 H. Shortly after I'timad went to Patan, where he died in 995 H.

Muzaffar abdicated in favour of Akbar in 980 H., when he was in

the first instance sent to Agra, but subsequently remanded to close

confinement. Some nine years after he escaped, and rekirning to Guja-

rat, collected a respectable force, defeated and slew Akbar's general

Qutbu-d-din Khan, and reascended the throne 991 H. (1583 A. D.).

Akbar then deputed Mirza Khan Khanan, the son of Bairam, to retake

Gujarat. Muzaffar was defeated the same year in a couple of pitched

battles, and fled to Jxmagarh in Kattywar. There he was pursued by

another of Akbar's generals Mfrza EMn-i-A'zani, who hunted him

down and captured him in Kachh in 999 H. No sooner was Muzaffar

handed over to the Mirza than he asked permission to retire for a minute,

and took the opportunity to cut his throat with a razor. With him

terminated the dynasty of the Muhammadan kings of Gujarat, the

kingdom then becoming a province of Dehli. The coin No. XXXI is

especially interesting as having been struck during the year in which,

for a brief period, Muzaffar managed to re-establish himself in Gujarat.

In the British Museum Catalogue there is a coin of 963, ascribed

to Muhammad, a pretender, and No. XXVIII of the series now published

would seem to have somewhat similar titles and dates and also claim to be

struck by a son of Mahmud, viz. on the Rev. Qutbu-d-din Muham mad Shah,

{bin) as-Sultdn x 63, a,nd on the Obv. Ndsirn-d-dunyd-wa-d-din Abu-l-

Fath Mahmud Shah. On the other hand it is very similar in character

to No. IX of Mahmud Shah I., the son of Muhammad, and the reading

might be reversed, s being 8 instead of 9, but Muhammad I. called

himself Ghydsu-d-din and not Qutbu-d-din I have not been able to trace

any historical reference to the so-called " Pretender."

In order to facilitate comparison of dates, descent, or contemporary

rulers, I add a genealogical tree of the Gujarat kings, and a table shew-

ing the contemporary rules in Malwa, Jaunpur, Kandaish, the Dekkan
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and Dehli, taken from Poole's very handy gi-aphic scheme of the Mu-
hammadan dynasties of India.

(See Plates I—III.)

Of Ahmad Shah 1. I noticed in Mr. Furdoonjee's collection similar

coins to the British Museum No. 408, but with the mint Ahma-

dabad for the years 832, 6, 842, 3*, and similar to No. 411 also -with

mint Ahmadabad, years 830-1-7. Of G-hiyasu-d-din Muhammad Karfm

Shah the Museum list gives no dated specimens. Thomas records 849,

850 and (?) 856. The three now figured read 852, 3 and 5, the last

named having the same inscription as in Thomas. The Museum cata-

logues no silver representative of Mahmud Shah Bi'gard, the famous

Sultan of the moustachios. Thomas refers to thi'ee, of 891, 903 and 911.

Neither give any mints : in fact, with one doubtful exception, none of

the Gujai-at series in the Museum catalogue are minted. In the list now
given are silver coins of 864-7 (8)70, 909

;
Ahmadabad, 900, 903, and 911.

In some cases the date is in words. The Museum list has two gold coins

of Muzaffar Shah II. Thomas's copper coins are dated 922-3-4 and

8. The one now figured is dated 929. Two others have no name but

may perhaps be put down to him (?), Ahmadnagar (9)17 and 922.

The inscription on No. XVIII of Bahadur Shah appears to agree

with No. 427 of the Museum, but I note the years 938 and 939.

Mahmud Shah III. bin Latif is unrepresented in the Museum cata-

logue. Thomas gives the years 946, 7 and 9. Among these now figured

are the years 945,7 and 960. The suppositious king Ahmad II. is

represented in the Museum catalogue by one coj>per coin ; Thomas gives

the dates 961— 8. In the present list are the dates 961, in silver, x x 2,

963 and 8. Muzaffar Shah III. in the Museum and in Thomas is

represented by the dates 969, 971-7-8-9 and 930. The present list adds

991.

It is also worth while adding that among Mr. Furdoonjee's dated

Bahmani coins, I notice, Ahmad Shah I. like the Museum No. 454, the

years, 836 and 838. Like the Museum No. 461, the years 843-5-6, 850-2-6.

Like No. 467, the years 839, 842-3 and 850. Muhammad Shah II. like

No. 474, the years 863, 877 and 875, and a fine silver coin of (?) Ahsan-
abad of x 77 figured in the present list as No. XXXIV. A coin of

his, figured as No. XXXV, also appears a novelty.

* The above dates are all A. H.
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Genealogical tree of the Muhammadan Dynasties of Gujarat.

1. Zafar Khan. Appointed Governor from Dehli 791. Assumed

J

independence at Anhalwara 799 as Muzaffar

Shah I. Died 814.

Tatar Khan.

Tatar Khan.

2. Ahmad I. Nasirtt-d-din, 814 to 846. Pounded Ahmadabad
and extended his dominions considerably.

3. Muhammad, I. Ghiyasu-d-din, Karim 5. DaiJd, reigned 7

I Shah, 840 to 855. Given up days in 863.

I
to pleasure and ease.

4. Qutbu-d-din, Ahmad Shah, 6. Mahmu"d I., Bigara, 863 to 917.

855 to 863. [
The most famous of the
line, founded Mahmu-
dabad, took Junagarh
and Champanir.

7. Muzaffar II., 917 to 932.

8. Sikandar, 9. Mahmod II., 10. Bahadur, daughter Adil Latif Khan
932, murdered 932,'a child 932 to 943. married to

after a reign called Khan of

of 46 days. Nasir Khan. Kandaish.

11. Miran Muhammad Faruqi originally called Asiri, 943.

12. Mahmud III., 944 to 961.

13. Ahmad Shah II., 961 to 968.

14. Muzaffar ShXh III., 969 to 980, when Gujarat submitted to

Akbar, but Muzaffar ruled for a. short time again in 991.*

Contemporary Rulers in

A. H. Gujarat. Malwa. Jaunpur. Kandaish. Dekkan. DeWi.

795 Mahmud II.

796 Khwajah i

Jahan.

797 Nasrat.

799 Muzaffar I. GhivVsu-d-
di'n.

* The above dates are all A. II.
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A. H. Gujarat. Malwa. Jauupur. Kandaish. Dekkan. Dehli.

799 Shamsu-d-
din.

800 . . .
Taju-d-dm ....

Piruz.

802 Mubarak. Nasir. Mahmud II.

803 Ibrahim. !!!!

804 Dilawar ....

808 Hushang.
814 Ahmad I. ....

815 .... .... Daulat Khan
Lodi.

817 Khizr Khan.

824 Mubarak II.

825 .... Ahmad I.

837 .... .... .... Muhammad
IV.

838 .... Muhammad. .... Ahmad II.

839 .... Mahmud I. .... ....

841 Acta.
844 Mahmud.
845 .... Mubarak I. .... .. ..

846 Mhd. Karim.
....

!!!!
'Ali'm.847 ....

855 Qutbu-d-din. .... Bahlol Lodf.

801 Muham- Ghani. ....

862 Humayun. ....

863 Daiicl. Husain.
863 Mahmud I. ....

865 Nijdm.
867 Muhammad ....

II.

880 Ghiyas Shah.
881 :::: Becomes

part of

Dehli.
887 Mahmud II.

894 .... Becomes split Sikandar II.

up into smal.

provinces.
906 .... Nasir Shah. ....

909 .... Daud.
916 Mahmii'd II. A'zam Hu-

917 Muzaffar II.

mayun.

923 Ibra'him II.

926 .... Muham-
mad I.

930 Babar.
932 Sikandar.
932 Mahmud II.

932 Bahadur.

937 Becomes part

of Gujarat.
938 Humayun.
942 Mubarak

II.
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A. H. Gujarat. Malwa. Jaunpur. Kandaish. Dekkan. Dehli.

943

944

952
960
961
962
963
969
974

980

Muhammad
Faruq'i

.

Mahmud III.

Ahmad II.

Mnzaffar III.

Becomes a
province of

Dehli.

Muham-
mad II.

©tier snail.

Islam Shah.
'A'dil Shah.
Ibrahim Sur.

Humayuu.
Akbar.

GJiiasu-d-din Muhammad Karim Shah.

I. M -65 64 grains. No mint. 855 H.

Compare Thomas, page 353.

II. M "70 140 grains. 8 (5) 2 H.

ui^j II a [a] r

III. M -65 72 grains. 853 H.

||
UjoJt ^li* >\4

ii

»i* r ^*o!*
II

Ul 1Jal"

Mahmud Shah I.

IV. M -80 165 grains : (?) Ahmadabad. 911 H.

||
(JicJIt

|| In square
||
a'^ a^i

|| wUal-J|

l*iJt^ || u>
margin . . j+^ji ||

s
, t

a. .. y

HI II II

V. M '65 88 grains.

The same as No. IV, but without margin.

VI. M -70 87 grains. Ahmadabad. 900 H.

Obv. same as No. IV. ln lozenge ali
||
^IfchJi

margin aty <>w*a. M
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VII. JR -70 85 grains. Ahmaddbad. 903 H.
Obv. same as No. IV. In lozenge sU ZytsS0

||

^Ualvjf

margin vr^ [y> . ,

VIII. -70 88 grains.
'

909 H.
Oby. as No. IV, with 909 H. Rev., variety of No. IV.

Ditto. JR -50 42 grains. No date or mint Mr. Furdoonjee.

IX. M -70 146 grains. No mint. [8]64, [8]67 H. Ditto.

fik)\
|| y\ vi^J II y*Ji,-lj

||
»Li A*^

|| 8U

X. jR-70 173 grains. No mint. (8)70 H. Ditto.

Obv. as No. IX. In circle »U
||
JkUI\

margin U-j U-J j (^ri
,t*•*,

.

.

XI. M -85 250 grains. Ditto.

XII. M -85 245 grains.

... -Jl [*U|J aj$J ^ H wlkJUii
a ^ ^

<jt .. II

XIII. M -75 160 grains.

tf^fl „.^U|*U
t ... || „,^. ..^A^^i, ..

XIV. ^E -65 140 grains.
"* ^ ^ "

Wa/|^U
ii

. Mi ^lU-'
C wlfcLJ,

] ||
„U^ „

[ wW'j ] II

C '

Muzaffar Shah II.

XV. ^3-70 169 grains. 929 H. Mr. Furdoonjee

... -^W II 111 II ... 3 ** erf ,|| ^ a*** ||
^WUj

*XVI. -75 160 grains. 922 H.

II ur II || .

.

* Doubtful coins.
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*XVII. M -65 143 grains, (?) Ahmadnagar (9)17 H.

[ 1 ] 1V ||
«i* \\»^ II w^>..

Bahadur Shah.

XVIII. iE -75 175 grains. 939 H.

1M II
.. *• ...^ .,."» .. II ^ II

s'-jSfc*
||
^ibM

. . * . . ^ .
*

II
^

Compare No. 427, British Museum Catalogue.

Mahmud Shah III.

XIX. M -80 180 grains.

... ' ... >l II

XX. iE -70 142 grains.

Bji» oa*>fj II

XXI. 2E -80 159 grains.

XXII. 2E '70 137 grains.

... *-a*»l . . H ... . . ..

y j ||

XXIII. iE -55 69 grains.

U»*- . . II J'^^ t>V'

.. ../I. I.. ..Jt

XXIV. ^E-55 71 grains.

...
II 1 4 V H

U^. tJ+ H ,

Mr. Furdoonjee.

sftTTW
||
>-a^ ..

Ditto.

ylkLJl
||

e«j.U
|| ^ zj+^'O

945 H. Ditto.

960 H. Ditto.

ij*s^>
|i

jjLi ijLi
|| wlkLJ ..

u>J
||
8Li»^

|| wltLJ|

957 H.

a^s*
||
isU

Ahmad Shah II.

XXV. M -85 164 grains.

II Wi^l ^^ ||

961 H.
In double

||
uLi

|[ wlU»/t

lozenge j^s*^*^!
y 9 , ,

Doubtful coius.
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XXVI. M -55 73 grains. 968 H. Mr. Furdoonjee.

Ui ,, || ,,, ~a« -x ... . . .. II II u1^...

XXVII. M -70 140 grains. **2. *63. Ditto.

... II II
* fc^'-S II

...^l^2*

r .. oJU. w lkJ- ..II

Muhammad Shah (P)Pretender.

XXVIII. -70 144 grains. *63. Ditto.

IsJ| jj| wjjJ -
|| j Lia't^li

||

»Li
|| ... wiii

[ (yl ...]

II
ir w^~Ji

Compare copper coins 437—9 in B. M. Catalogue.

Muzaffar Shah III.

XXIX. yR -60 73 grains. 978

W1 4l|„..*4|| ...-*=^t.,.lw^!5J| ||>W~
|| sU^vA II

h

XXX. .R -70 73 grains. 97*.

Obv. Inscription as No. XXIX. ||
i&ji&c

|| UJUa« , ,

,

,51 '50 36 grains. Ditto. Mr. Furdoonjee.

XXXI. M -85 175 grains. 991 H. Ditto.

In square a***!! *W In square J&*> || s& w j|

*1J| J^bj ||
<)

i)

, [|
jsUS.

margin
|| ... y) . .

l*
. . • margin *a^l

|| ||

JLc ,„ JUJ|| ..,.*U..
|| „. ,.

XXXII. iE -75 179 grains. 977 H.

Muhammad Shah II., Bahmani, [doonjee.

XXXIII. M -95 166 grains. (P)Ahsanabad. x77. Mr. Fur-

.
1 1 1| [

jJJIj ]'
1 1

(

*al*.»J| In square .
£jjjl*a>

|| ,
-« _

<

t^flj |1 , , , u*.*^
^sJo*)lj- . . .^ , . . ^ W UaI~J|

|f ...

margin ,,,w ..,,,||[t | ,,.^1]
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Malmnid Shah II., BahmanL

XXXIV. M -70 146 grains.

^! II -H^l ^HfB«.^-*l

Buins and Antiquities of Barn-pal*—By Asutosh Gupta, Esq., C. S.

Unlike Upper India, studded with monuments of ancient history,

the Delta of the Gauges presents few places of interest to the antiquarian.

Lower Bengal is generally as devoid of picturesque scenery as of objects

of antiquarian interest. We have all heard of Saptagrama and Suvarna-

karagr&ma and their once nourishing commerce with the "West, but what
remains to show their ancient greatness ? No Colossus, no Forum, not

even a Hindu temple. Still there are a few places here and there, such

as Gauy and Nadiya, which cannot fail to be of interest to the diligent

antiquarian or the student of history, and Rampal is one of them. It

is not so widely known as it deserves to be. It is now a straggling

hamlet, situated approximately in Lat. 23° 38' and Long. 90° 32' 10",

being about four miles to the west of Munshiganj, the head-quarters

of the subdivision of that name in the district of Dacca (Dhaka), corres-

ponding with the old fiscal division of Vikrampur. It was the seat of the

old Sen kings of Bengal, and notably of Ballal Sen, whose name has

been handed down to posterity as the founder of Kulinism in Bengal.

Such is the case with Rampal and the dynasty that reigned

here. The ruins, as the sequel will show, are not so important and
interesting as in Gauy and a few other places in Bengal. But there

is abundant evidence to show that Ramjml was once a royal city. The
large Rampal Dighi or the artificial lake of Rampal, the huge mound,

to which tradition points as the Ban or the palace of Ballal Sen, the

very broad roads and the existence of innumerable bricks which can

be found buried under the earth wherever you dig in Rampal and

its environs, are unmistakeable indications of a ruined city of palaces.

Old bricks of small size were found in such abundance in and around

Rampal, that they were carried in vast quantities to Dacca for build-

* [Compare with, this paper General Sir A. Cunningham's account of the same

sites and legends, in his Arch« nlmjical Survey Reports, vol. XV, pp. 132—135. The

two accounts differ in somo minor details. Ed.]


